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Why choose Heidelberg?
Arrival
Fortunately I had been to Germany before on exchange so I was well prepared for what to expect at
Frankfurt. It is also important to mention I also there with my brother, who coincidentally was also
finishing off his International Business Degree so our 25 hours on the plane had not been too
lonesome or boring. On our stopover in Incheon, South Korean, we had received a free night at a 4
star hotel courtesy of Korean Airways. I can highly recommend doing this as it helped eliminate our
jet lag for the next coming flight. Fortunately at the hotel we were lucky enough to chat to some
Germans who were coincidentally from the South of Germany too. Quite a few hours later we found
ourselves slightly bemused as to how to get to Heidelberg from Frankfurt Airport, as it is not spelt
out in Black and White to any new tourist. Through sheer dumb luck and perhaps our above average
German the girl we had chatted to at the Hotel kindly offered to drop us off at our Hostel. This saved
us a train ride which can be between 1 to 2 hours depending on connections, but only takes 45
minutes with the car on the Autobahn. Although I don’t endorse taking rides from strangers,
however people in Germany are extremely friendly and often have a negative stereotype attributed
to them.
Photo Below: Enjoying the weekend by the Neckarwese River

Accomodation
After spending the first two nights at the Jugendherberge (local youth hostel) I ventured into the
University to be informed of whether I would be receiving a cave or prison cell for the semester.
Once again due to sheer dumb luck I was lucky enough to be put into Europahaus II, which I had read
was the best place to be in the Altstadt (Centre City), and it was, so definitely if you can chance write
this down also. Otherwise you will likely be placed in Neuenheimer Feld, a smaller suburb outside of
the Altstadt and is situated around 15 minute bus ride away. Although Neuenheimer Feld is not the
worst place in the world, it would be reckless not to apply to live in Altstadt.
Photo Below: The glorious view from my room of the bike stands and rubbish bin area

Since I left Heidelberg I realized how lucky I was to have the living accommodations that I had in
comparison with other people on exchange in other areas of Europe. For a single bedroom
apartment I paid 220€ per month. This included power, water and oxygen. My room consisted of a
single bed, a small kitchenette including sink, stovetop and fridge, and my own bathroom. The perks
of Europahaus II meant I had my own space and did not have to share anything with passive
aggressive clean freaks, whom often got on the nerves of the majority of my friends in Heidelberg.
Without this I had a real sense of independence and did not have to worry about adjusting to a way
of lifestyle I wasn’t used to living after five years in Dunedin. The only downside was the whole hostel
of 50 people had to share one washing machine, which would often go kaput (break) and I would
advise on having basic knowledge of how to hand wash clothes. All of the rooms at Europahaus II
would lock automatically and incurred a 30 Euro call out fee to get back into your room, which was a
rude awakening after never locking my room in Dunedin.

Intensive Language Course
The intensive language course began immediately after my arrival. This course proved to be
extremely beneficial to myself because I had not learnt any German for the previous two years and it
provided a perfect environment to establish a group of friends through. The intensive language
course ran from 9am to 1pm, Monday to Friday, and for the first four weeks of March. I found my
confidence had grown immensely within the first two weeks. We covered very basic things and
progressed quickly to advanced language skills. This course is free for Otago students through the
fees we pay to Otago University itself. Therefore you should not bypass this opportunity. The only
downside was that I was placed in a class with very mixed abilities. For example, my grammar is not
very strong, however my spoken language, listening and reading skills are much better. In contrast
there were a lot of students in our class, whom had strong grammar skills, but had absolutely no
communication skills, which I left our class discussions very limited and orientated around a few
people instead of the entire class.
Photo Below: Heidelberg Castle at sunrise

Transport
Heidelberg had an ideal transportation for students. There are buses and trams that go through the
majority of the hours of the day and all night during the weekend. In contrast to New Zealand the
public transport is rarely late and almost to within the minute of when it is scheduled to arrive. This
helped provide certainty whenever I wished to go anywhere, which is often frustrating here in New
Zealand. A trip anywhere would cost between 1.20 – 2.40 Euro, but with a Heidelberg Student ID
public transport was free after 7pm and during the weekends. I lived in the Altstadt so I could walk
everywhere, whereas if I had lived further away I would have needed to buy either a Semester Ticket
(140 Euro) or a bicycle (80 Euro).

The Language Courses
The centre of the universe in Heidelberg is Max Weber Haus where every course of mine was held. In
order to fulfill my 30 ECTS points required to be taken on exchange I took the Intensive Language
course, Literature course, German History course and the B2 German Language course. All of these
classes were held in the late afternoon and went until the early evening. I had no class on Fridays,
which provided a great opportunity to travel abroad during the weekend. Again with the B2 German
Language course I encountered the same problems I had experienced in the Intensive Language
course. Overall this course was beneficial, however the lack of class discussion from the extremely
reserved and nervous students left interactions between students very monotonous. In contrast I can
highly recommend taking the Literature course, which was stimulating, interesting and was taught by
an awesome lecturer Herr Christ, whose passion and enthusiasm really made my semester enjoyable.
The German History course provided a thought provoking insight into the history of Germany dating
back to the 16th century. To hear from a German perspective about their complicated and
controversial history was a new experience and I can recommend this course.
Picture Below: The B2 Sprachkurs Summer Semester 2014

Budget
I was fortunate enough to receive the Baden-Württemberg scholarship ($3000 NZD), which covered
all of my rent whilst I lived in Heidelberg and then covered the majority of my living costs on top of
this. This left me with a new found sense of freedom and I was able to plan out my budget for future
travel endeavours. Along with this I sold my beloved 1996 Mitsubishi Mirage and had a small nest
egg saved up from previous summers work. Overall I was able to live relatively cheaply during the
week, which enabled me to travel abroad during the weekend. Dairy products, bread and most basic
essentials were surprisingly cheaper in comparison with New Zealand. As mentioned earlier it was
cheaper to live in University accommodation then it was to flat in Dunedin, mainly because I did not
have to pay for power or other amenities. I think if you were to do an exchange to Heidelberg for
only five months and did not travel extensively then perhaps you could do this exchange for around
$4,000-5,000 excluding flights. However, as a New Zealander with a limited time in Europe, I spent
considerably more than this around $8000 dollars over my five months in Heidelberg. So it just
depends on what your overall goals are and it definitely helps to get the Baden-Württemberg
scholarship, as without it my travel plans would have been severely hindered.
Photo Below: Enjoying a world famous Hoffbrau Beer at Oktoberfest, Munich

Travel
One of Heidelberg’s best features is that geographically it is situated in the very centre of Europe.
This gave me a wide variety of travel opportunities, which I relished greatly. There are several budget
(Ryan Air, German Wings, Wizz Air) airlines similar to those in Australasia (Jetstar etc.). These
provided a fantastic opportunity to travel a large distance in a short period of time. However these
airlines almost charge you as much as you paid for your ticket in order for you to bring any bags
along. Often getting in to the city from the airport is about half the cost of the flight so be warned
with all these hidden expenses. I would recommend utilizing the trains across Europe. I purchased a
Deutsche Bahn 25 Card for 40 Euro and this lasted for the entire year. You can even buy a trial (4
month) one for 25 Euro. This entitles you to automatically receive 25% off all trains and then often
further discounts too. Also, Germany has a growing bus transport system, which is surprisingly good
as they often have Wi-Fi and drop you in the centre of town in comparison with the airports. If you
want to travel on a budget then I’d recommend going east to Berlin, Prague, Czech Republic and
Budapest, Hungary, which provide a student much better value for money then going to Paris, France
or London, United Kingdom.
Photo Below: Myself front right with the inflatable shark and approximately 30 Kiwis at a festival
called Sziget in Budapest, Hungary

Supermarkets
This section fascinated me, as every supermarket in Germany is completely different to supermarkets
in New Zealand. The main three I visited were Aldi, Rewe and Penny. Aldi was extremely useful as I
was able to purchase a German simcard for 12 Euro, which came with 10 Euro credit. This was easily
the best deal around as for 8 Euro per month I received 300mb of data, 300 minutes of calling and
unlimited texting. Everywhere else will try to charge you at least three times this amount. Aldi was
also the best spot to buy cheap spirits and toiletries. Rewe was the German equivalent of New
World: it was aesthetically pleasing; it had the largest variety of products and it was the only place
you could recycle both plastic and glass bottles. In Germany there is a ‘Pfand’ scheme where you pay
a deposit on each bottle (25c for plastic and 8c for glass) to ensure you recycle the bottles. Although
this does not seem like much initially it does quickly add up if you host any kind of event. The ‘Pfand’
scheme also helps Germany stay clean as the majority of homeless people will often offer to come
pick up your empty bottles if you are drinking in public (this is legal), which will often occur down at
the Neckarwese. Last but not least, Penny Supermarket was by far the most proximate supermarket
to where I lived (approximately 300 metres down the road). Although Penny was highly convenient
and also cheap when purchasing basic food supplies, it lacked the specialty items of Rewe and often
had a lot of homeless people begging outside. Penny sold glass bottles, but would not recycle them,
which I found a bit ironic. None of the supermarkets took credit cards and you need to pay in cash or
with your German EFTPOS card.
Photo Below: Myself pictured left and my brother (Henry pictured right) recycling to earn 13 Euro

Beer
Germany is renown for its association to world-class beer. Although I came in with high expectations,
which often can be dangerous to meet, I was not disappointed with the plethora of options available.
To begin with the basic economics of beer, in comparison with New Zealand, the vast majority of
beer is sold in 0,5 litre bottles or cans, whereas in New Zealand beer is often only every sold in 0,33
litre units. To further compliment this, beer is far less taxed then in New Zealand and prices are
significantly lower. For around 8 Euros (13NZD) you can purchase 20 x 0,5 litre bottles for a low
quality beer, whereas a higher quality brand might set you back around 15 Euros (24NZD). My
particular favourites included Hoffbrau, Paulaner, Hacker, Heidelberger and Franziscker. I can highly
recommend trying the Weissbier that we do not often serve in New Zealand. However, the Weissbier
can make you feel more bloated and often feels like you have eaten a Weetbix with your drink.
One low point is beer is seldom sold cold at supermarkets, and Germany continues to live in the
stoneage on this matter, but it is hard to argue when you have your own personal fridge at home and
the overall price is significantly lower to begin with.
Photo Below: Celebrating in Lederhosen after Germany won the World Cup Final 1-0

